
Acacia - Specialists (MM - 1/4 = 110)


Ch:

Bbm	 	     	 	        Ebm	 	 	 

Specialists have special lists that teach us what we need to know

Ebm	 	 	 	 Bbm

Bring us to the creative zone, help us make our life our own

Bbm	 	 	 	        Ebm

Specialists have special lists that give us all ideas to thrive

Ebm	 	 	 	   F7

Make a difference in our lives, help us look out through new eyes


Bbm                 Db                      Ab       

Every week we have performing arts

Bbm                 Db                      Ab       

Play some games, then sing some songs and dance

Bbm                           Db                  Ab                         

Words of the day, we begin to play, Performing arts is our favourite day

Bbm                               Db                      Ab               F7

Spin, dance, run makes awesome puns, All together joy in tons!


Bbm           Db          Ab              

Next is Artyology it makes us all full of glee,

Bbm                        Db                          Ab        

We get to learn our colours, we’re not done!

Bbm                 Db               Ab  

If you need to paint a shoe maybe think and add some blue, 

Bbm                               Db              Ab                    F7

This space so cool, so colourful, a wonderful jewel in our school


CH:


Bbm                    Db                           Ab

Don’t we love to go to band? It’s like flying to another land

Bbm                             Db                Ab

Playing instruments is what we do. We can practice at home too

Bbm                                           Db                    Ab

With a strum and a bang and a musical chord. Gaining knowledge is always assured

Bbm                               Db                            Ab                               F7

Plus a crash and a snap and a double beat. Then move along and stomp your feet. 


Bbm              Db                   Ab

Science it is super cool, it’s what we like to do at school

Bbm                Db                     Ab

Experiment to find things out, there’s so much to learn about

Bbm                    Db                                Ab

Experiment and make a theory, we can do it ourselves, we don’t need no Siri

Bbm                               Db                            Ab                                                   F7

In science we like to make things explode….Wait! That’s not what we do!


Gb	 	 	   Db

Our outdoor education is mountain exploration

Ab	 	 	 	 	 	          Db

When we go on camp, Our tents get damp its an interesting sensation

We will travel the whole nation in exotic new locations

Ab	 	 	 	 	 	       F7

It’s nearly done sit under the sun so we will run to 

Bbm

Outdoor education. 




Bbm                         Db                           Ab

We learn to speak a different way, when Italian comes every Tuesday 

Bbm                         Db             Ab

We love to hear it’s history,The leaning tower we’d love to see

Bbm              Db                    Ab

‘Ciao’ is how you say ‘Hey’, Italian’s great is what we’re trying to say

Bbm                            Db                   Ab	 	 	  F7

Leonardo painted the Mona Lisa It’s thanks to them we eat pasta and pizza, & pasta and pizza!


CH:

Eb	 	         F7	          Eb	            F7

Now you know our specialists you understand our special list, 

Eb	 	        F7          n.c  F   F    F  F        G    Ab  Bb

it’s only for our specialists, who do do do those special lists.  


